The authors present their work in the conceptualization, design, implementation, and application of "lean" information integration systems. 
integration of information from, large numbers of information sources (in some cases up to as many as 50 different sources), across multiple divisions, and with information of different kinds in different formats. An example is the application of assembling an agency level annual report that requires information such as project status, division updates, budget information, personnel progress, etc., from different data sources in different departments, divisions, and centers within NASA. By the early 2000s, when we had initiated this work, intelligent information integration research projects such as SIMS, TSIMMIS, HERMES, InfoMaster, Information Manifold (Halevy, Rajaraman, & Ordille, 2006; Halevy, 2003) to name a few, that were concerned with building data integration systems based on a mediator architecture had reached considerable maturity. We had solutions to challenging problems such as providing efficient query processing over multiple distributed data sources, schema mapping and integration tools, wrapper technology for legacy data sources and also Internet data sources, and technologies for entity resolution and matching across multiple sources. There were also data integration startups such as Nimble (Draper, Halevy, & Weld, 2001) , Junglee, Mergent, and Fetch, and bigger companies such as IBM touting off-the-shelf data integration technology that could address the required information integration needs. While functionally meeting the requirements, none of these technologies could provide scalable and cost-effective information integration solutions for large scale applications. The basic problem was that such middleware based technology being offered became rather "heavy-weight" in the face of large-scale applications. A significant amount of investment was required in assembling new integration applications. Particularly the effort in managing models and meta-data i.e., in describing the many sources being integrated and also in providing an integrated view over the various sources, became formidable -to the extent that this became one of the key impediments to the widespread adoption of "Enterprise Information Integration" (EII) technology in general. A testament to this is articulated in a review of EII technology (Halevy et al., 2005) where a CTO of (a then prominent) EII start-up observes "A connected thread to this (key impediments for EII) is to address modeling and metadata management, which is the highest cost item in the first place".
The above problems carried over to the area of the "Semantic-Web" (Berneres- Lee, Hendler, & Lasilla, 2001) where most applications demand a heavy investment in creating various ontologies and further providing semantic linkages across such ontologies. The substantial effort and complexity in ontology creation and maintenance continues to be a major impediment in realizing practical semantic-web applications.
The lack of scalable and costefficient data integration technologies was however not because this was something that could not be achieved, but rather because the original vision of intelligent information integration had gone awry. The original vision of Intelligent Information Integration (or I 3 ) 1 research sponsors such as DARPA 2 was a nimble and flexible approach where clients could at will select and integrate information from different sources in a manner suited to their particular applications and the complexity of each new application was confined to the application itself (Figure 1(a) ). In practice however this degenerated to a situation where the complexity of all applications was added on to the mediation layer (Figure 1(b) ). The reason this happened was due to some flawed assumptions about how enterprise data should be managed and integrated. These assumptions, along with our alternative solutions are presented below, namely:
"Data must always be stored and managed in DBMS systems" Actually, requirements of applications vary greatly ranging from data that can well be stored in spreadsheets, to data that does indeed require DBMS storage.
"The database must always provide for and manage the structure and semantics of the data through formal schemas" Alternatively, the "database" can be nothing more than intelligent storage. Data could be stored generically and imposition of structure and semantics (schema) may be done by clients as needed.
"Managing multiple schemas from several independent sources and interrelationships between them, i.e., "schema-chaos" is inevitable and unavoidable" Alternatively, any imposition of schema can be done by the clients, as and when needed by applications.
The above philosophy in our opinion captures the original vision of intelligent information integration which is what we present here. The key technical contribution is the development of our NETMARK information integration and management system. NETMARK, as opposed to other data integration
Figure 1. Intelligent information integration (III)
systems, is designed to be significantly easier to use, effectively support largescale integration applications, and be cost-effective.
Our work in realizing such a system has involved all aspects of the spectrum from theoretical concepts to an efficient implementation to real-world deployment (Figure 2) , and which is what we present in this article. In Section 2 we describe a theory of flexible knowledge sharing which is the basis for making integration applications scalable. We also present a context sensitive query paradigm for querying enterprise data. In Section 3, we describe the architecture and system details on the NETMARK data management and integration system that is based on the above flexible knowledge sharing and context sensitive querying paradigm. In Section 4, we present performance evaluation results showing the significant advantage of NETMARK over other semi-structured and XML data management systems in the domain of enterprise data. Section 5 presents case studies of the use of NETMARK in actual NASA applications. Section 6 discusses related work and finally in Section 7 we describe ongoing work and a conclusion.
ArtIculAtIon MAnAgeMent And ontology AlgebrA
Any information source is basically a knowledge source in more general terms. Thus information sharing and integration is, more generally, a problem of knowledge sharing and integration (Neches et al., 2001) . The complexity of the knowledge can vary from something as simple as a list e.g., data in a single column, to a more structured associated representation such as a relational database to a richer representation such as an object-oriented database, or a more complex knowledge representation such as LOOM (MacGregor, 1991) , Classic (Brachman, McGuiness, Patel-Schneider & Borgida, 1991) or an ontology (Gruber, 1991) . The theory of information integration is built upon general theories of how knowledge should be shared and integrated. This is achieved through 2 fundamental constructs: 1) Representation of knowledge -in each information source, as well as the "global" view of the integrated knowledge, and 2) Articulations -defining linkages across information sources and between any information source and the global view of knowledge (Collet, Huhns, and Shen, 1991) . For instance Figure 2 . Theory to system realization to practice the articulation associated with application A1 illustrated in Figure 3 states that the concept permanent-employees in the JPL information source is the same (ist) as the concept full-time-employees in the Ames information source. Literally all of the major information integration systems are based on the above constructs of describing and linking knowledge across sources, albeit the particular knowledge representation schemes may vary.
The existing approach is functional but not scalable to large applications because the knowledge and articulations in the mediator simply add on as new applications are added. Our approach generalizes the notion of articulations and provides a more flexible framework for the integration of knowledge; specifically, knowledge and articulations are incorporated on only an application specific and as-required basis. Consider a configureuration where an information integration system i.e., mediator or other system provides integrated access to a certain (fixed) set of information sources. We refer to this as an integration configureuration; for instance, as illustrated in Figure 3 we have an integration configureuration across 3 information sources (in reality of course the number of sources is typically larger). An integration configureuration serves a number of applications, for instance the configureuration in Figure 3 serves 2 applications: A1 (say an employee payroll application), and A2 (say an agency wide project management application). The capabilities we incorporate in our approach are:
1. The capability of selecting relevant articulations. For any integration configureuration, the existing approach is to maintain all articulations for all its associated applications at the mediator. We advocate a more scalable approach which is to maintain articulations asso- Figure 3 . Knowledge representation and articulation ciated with clients i.e., with applications (Maluf, & Tran, 2001) . For example as shown in Figure 3 , application A1 may require only the articulations between Ames and JPL budgets or application A2 may require only the articulations between JPL personnel and HQ personnel. Our framework provides the capability to create and select articulations that are relevant to a new application and on as as-required basis. Also, articulations are maintained at each client per application and not centralized for all applications at the mediator. Quantitatively, if a 1 ,…, a n are applications and if N(a i ) is the number of articulation rules (an assessment of complexity) for application a i , then with existing approaches we have a total of Σ all i N(a i ) articulation rules at the mediator, whereas with the application specific approach we have a maximum of MAX(N(a i )) rules associated with any application. For large applications typically MAX(N(a i )) << Σ all i N(a i ). Thus a large complexity at the mediator is now shifted to each client with the complexity at each client being much smaller than what would have been at the mediator.
2. Algebra for Knowledge Selection and Manipulation. In existing approaches the knowledge required for all applications is maintained at the mediator for a particular configureuration. Applications however require only the knowledge that is relevant to that application. For example application A1 in Figure 3 may really require only the knowledge of BUDGETs from the Ames and JPL sources and other available knowledge such as that related to PERSONNEL may be irrelevant to this application.
We incorporate an ontology algebra (Mitra, & Wiederhold, 2004 ) that enables us to systematically select and combine and define the knowledge for each application. The primary concepts in the algebra are:
Intersection: The intersection is the first concept of the domain algebra because it allows the algebra to bring together two domains. It is equivalent to an AND operator. The intersection of two knowledge sources (ontologies) results in an ontology that contains (only) the concepts that have been articulated as being the same concepts. For instance the intersection of the EMPLOYEES ontologies from the JPL and Ames sources, i.e., that of K1 and K2, would be an ontology with the concept PERMANENT-EMPLOYEE (or FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE) as these are (all) the concepts that have been determined to be semantically the same by the articulation rules.
Union: The union concept allows the algebra to bring together two domains to form a new one. It is equivalent to an OR operator. However the algebra lacks a formal approach to eliminate redundant knowledge that is common to both. This leads to several ways of establishing the unions of multiple domains. It is convenient to think of knowledge as not being redundant if not explicitly specified by the articulation rules. Similar to the natural join in relational databases, the domain algebra union joins knowledge sources when they link through shared articulation rules. The union is restricted only to the knowledge that the rules relate to. For instance, the union of the EMPLOYEES ontologies in K1 and K2 would be the shared concept PERMANENT-EMPLOYEE (or FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE) plus all the other concepts such as INTERNS, CONTRACT-EMPLOYEES etc.
Difference: The difference concept completes the algebra, and its presence compensates for the absence of negation. The difference operation retrieves the elements in domains that are NOT covered by another. Hence, the difference operation results in asymmetrical results and is not commutative.
The above algebraic constructs arm us with a systematic and comprehensive mechanism to select and manipulate knowledge specific to an application need. As with articulations, the complexity is thus confined to the application.
3. Context. The 3 rd fundamental construct we use to bring scalability is the notion of context. The notion of context provides a way to define the validity of a sentence relative to a situation (Guha, 1991; Lenat, & Guha, 1991) . Context logic provides the capability of translating encoding knowledge relative to its context and hence relates the knowledge to its domain. For instance one may specify the term "vision" as a query with the intent of the use of this term in the context of program management and future planning, or in an entirely different sense of vision related equipment for astronauts. We provide the ability of situating knowledge in particular contexts. When searching or querying information over large numbers of sources it is context, as we shall demonstrate, that is a simple but powerful enabler in achieving the relevance and scalability that is required.
We refer the reader to (Maluf, & Tran, 2001; Maluf, & Wiederhold, 1997) where the above summarized theories of articulation management and ontology algebra are discussed in more detail. The NETMARK system provides a practical implementation of these theories. Integration application developers have access to the algebra and articulation management capabilities described above so that they can develop scalable integration applications. Integration application users have access to a context sensitive querying capability that we now describe.
The notion of context is practically realized as a simple yet powerful primitive for querying and searching heterogeneous, distributed document collections in a context sensitive fashion in NETMARK. Any document is essentially comprised of various sections and sub-sections; for instance the project summary document in Figure 4 is comprised of a PROJECT SUMMARY section, and Background and Purpose sub-sections etc. These fragments such as the project summary section, background sub-section etc., are referred to as context. The information within the context, in this case the text within the fragment, is referred to as content.
These notions extend to documents beyond text documents; for instance, a spreadsheet is also comprised of different fragments such as cells, rows, and columns, and associated groups thereof; a (PowerPoint) slide comprises of a slide title (context) and the associated slides content (content), or an email message can be considered as comprising of the context of its subject and content as the actual email message text.
Querying
Such fragmentation into context and associated content permits context sensitive search and querying. A key capability is that of context search. A context search query, such as "Context=Procurement" 3 will return the content portion in the 'Procurement' sections (the text in the Procurement section) in all the documents in Figure 6 . A context query thus extracts the specified context (section) from all documents and returns it to the user. Users can also specifying content searches, which are essentially keyword searches that return all documents containing the specified search terms. For instance, a content query such as "Contract" will return all documents that contain the term 'Contract' anywhere in the document. One can also combine context Figure 6 . Context sensitive querying and retrieval and content searches, for instance a query such as "Context=Procurement Comment&Content=Contract" returns the "Procurement" contexts (sections) of all documents where the term 'Contract' occurs within the Procurement context (section) as shown in Figure 6 .
Essentially NETMARK provides keyword-based search over large (originally) unstructured document collections but with an added powerful capability of context sensitiveness, i.e., the user is able to ground the search terms in a particular context of interest. XDB Query is the query language for NETMARK. We will not go into the query syntax details here but the key features are that context and content search specifications are appended to a URL that is sent to NETMARK. An example of a formal XDB query, and also the XDB query syntax is illustrated in Table 1 .
Context and content parameters can be specified in the query parameters of the XDB query. One can also specify additional parameters which can control the maximum number of documents returned, the (tree) depth of the result items, etc., and we refer to (Maluf, Bell, Ashish, Knight, & Tran, 2005) for details.
netMArK: technIcAl detAIls
We first briefly illustrate how integration applications are built using NETMARK and then describe the design and implementation of the NETMARK system itself. NETMARK is significantly different from other data integration systems in regards to how integration applications are assembled. Consider having to create an integration configureuration across the three information sources illustrated in Figure 3 . We first create a unique resource, a URI, corresponding to this configureuration. This URI corresponds to the virtual integrated source across all three sources. Next, we load information i.e., enterprise documents corresponding to employee, project etc information into this URI. This is done by a simple drag-and-drop desktop operation at each source (JPL, Ames, and HQ) where the desktop folder is actually a remote desktop folder corresponding to the URI. Now the information across all three sources can be simply queried by issuing XDB queries to the integration URI. For example a context query requesting EMPLOYEE fragments will return EMPLOYEE fragments in data (originally) from both JPL and Ames sources. Should any articulations be required, they are created and attached to the specific application as needed. We refer to the system documentation 4 for more details.
netMArK system design
As a data management engine, NET-MARK is based on a "schema-less" paradigm that provides high efficiency and throughput in retrieval. Before describing the architecture and technical details we wish to highlight some additional features that we have incorporated that address key tasks in the information pipeline. These are:
1. Capability of ingesting information "as-is". No data preparation or mark-up whatsoever is required from any user that wishes to provide data for incorporation and integration into NETMARK. Enterprise data in a multitude of formats ranging from Word or PDF documents to Excel spreadsheets to PowerPoint presentations is provided to the system as-is, and the system then structures the data as we shall describe shortly.
2. Information composition and presentation capabilities. XDB Query also provides for associating XSLT style-sheets with a query, the query result thus gets presented in the desired format. Integrated data collected from multiple sources is often composed (back) into common business, documents; for instance project information integration from multiple divisions and departments would be composed and presented in business document format such as report or a slide presentation. Commonly used business documents can thus be used as the interface to integrated data.
The NETMARK system architecture is outlined in Figure 7 . All data is (ultimately) stored in a single data store which is an XML data store, implemented on top of an underlying relational database.
Clients, that is data producers and providers and data consumers (or both) access NETMARK through a Web interface, that is illustrated in the examples in Section 2. Any data, such as say a folder of several PDF or Excel documents can be provided to NETMARK by a simple drag and drop operation (into a "NETMARK Folder" on the user's desktop). The NETMARK Daemon and the SGML Parser provide functionality for loading data (documents) into NETMARK, that is a continual process (the daemon) reads in any new documents inserted into a NETMARK folder and then invokes an SGML parser for structuring it and loading it into the NETMARK XML data store.
data storage
Data with varying degrees of structure ranging from data that originates from a well structured database to unstructured data that is in documents and spreadsheets, is integrated into and supported by NETMARK. For data that is unstructured, some structure is automatically imposed based on fragments, sections and sub-sections in the documents. The approach to data storage is to keep the underlying representation simple, yet expressive enough to store fragment and section oriented properties and relationships in documents.
Data Fragmentation, Structuring, and Storage
Any data to be stored into NETMARK, whether originally structured or unstructured, is first fragmented into sections and sub-sections which are then marked in XML, the XML data is then stored as a tree of "nodes", finally the nodes are stored in relational tables. This pipeline is illustrated in Figure 8 , where we begin with the (originally unstructured) document in Figure 4 . As a first step this is fragmented into different sections and sub-sections and marked up in XML as shown in Figure 8 .
Such fragmentation is done by a suite of converters that are part of NETMARK. These converters have been built on top of (text extraction) frameworks such as Apache Jakarta POI 5 and JPedal for PDF 6 and employ heuristics to automatically fragment Figure 7 . NETMARK system architecture an unstructured document into various sections, which are then marked up in XML. We next introduce the concept of a node, the fundamental unit of data storage in the system. A node essentially captures the information in each context and content fragment in the document. Thus there is a node corresponding to each context or content fragment in the document. Every node carries in it certain information as described in Table 2 (a). As we see, this is information such as a unique identifier for that node, or a type corresponding to the particular fragment it is capturing; for instance, nodes of type 'TEXT' typically capture information in content fragments and nodes of type 'CONTEXT' capture information in context fragments. Figure  8 ) where we see that the NODEDATA element of the node contains the text in that fragment.
Hierarchical parent-child relationships are also maintained across certain nodes, specifically the following relationships are maintained:
1. Any node of type 'TEXT' i.e., capturing a content fragment is placed as a left child of the node capturing its corresponding context. 2. Any node of type 'CONTEXT' is placed as a right child of the node corresponding to a context imme- diately preceding it in the document.
For the running example, some of the nodes and their parent-child relationships according to (i) and (ii) above are illustrated in Figure 9 , the sharp-edged boxes representing context nodes and the rounded-edge boxes representing content nodes.
The rationale for this organization is that we wish to maintain adequate structuring information such as the association of content with particular context, and at least immediate precedence relationships amongst different contexts; however, we also wish to keep the hierarchy of relationships simple. In the nodes these relationships are captured by the 'PARENTROWID' and 'SIBLINGID' elements which maintain pointer relationships across nodes.
XML data is ultimately stored as either tree-structures in XML databases that provide "native" XML implementations (Jagadish et al., 2002) , or in an underlying relational database. In the latter approach, a variety of "shredding" algorithms exist to meaningfully convert the XML data to underlying relational tables. The number of such underlying relational tables and complexity of organization is dependent on the actual XML data in existing approaches. However in NETMARK we use just two relational tables to represent and store the data in any semi-structured document: these tables remain the same for any document or application. This is possible given the restrictions we have made on the hierarchical relationships across nodes above. As shown in Figure  8 , these two tables are called "XML" and "DOC": the XML table contains all the nodes, and the DOC table contains information about all the documents.
To summarize the above information processing pipeline from unstructured input data to storage in relational tables, we (i) Fragment an Create nodes corresponding to each context or content block, (iii) Capture hierarchical structure, i.e., parent-child relationships between nodes (including that of associated context and content) through pointers across nodes, and (iv) Store node and document information in two relational tables, namely XML and DOC.
Efficient Query Processing
Given an XDB query, query processing in NETMARK basically involves locating the relevant nodes and composing the requested result form these nodes. We have exploited the availability of the ROWID which is a data type available in Oracle 9i and later versions which stores either physical or logical row addresses or each record in a table. A physical ROWID is the actual (absolute) address of a record through which we have the fastest access to any record in a table, with a guaranteed single-block read access. We refer to (Maluf, & Tran, 2003) for more details on the ROWID format details but would like to emphasize here that the use of ROWIDs is a key to efficient query processing in NETMARK. The physical ROWID based technology is now patented (Gawdiak et al., 2005) .
Context and content search is performed by first querying the text index for the search key. Several matching nodes may be returned. For each such node we traverse the tree structure (through the node's parent or sibling nodes) until the first context node is found. Once a particular CONTEXT is found, traversing back down the tree structure via the sibling node retrieves the corresponding content text.
Figure 9. Tree structure
The search result is then rendered and displayed appropriately. Accessing a record based on its physical address ROWID provides an efficient, constant access time C (machine dependent; normally in the millisecond range) that is independent of the number of records or nodes in the database and regardless of maximum node depth within a node structure. The time to respond to a context or content query is thus approximately proportional to log(N) (first search time) plus a sum of the Cs for each successive search where N is the number of records or nodes.
the schema-less Aspect
A traditional (an object-relational) mapping from XML to a relational database schema models the data within the XML documents as a tree of objects that are specific to the data in the document. In this model, element type with attributes, content, or complex element types are generally modeled as classes. Element types with parsed character data (PCDATA) and attributes are modeled as scalar types. This model is then mapped to the relational database using traditional object-relational mapping techniques or via SQL3 object views. Therefore, classes are mapped to tables, scalar types are mapped to columns, and object-valued properties are mapped to key pairs (both primary and foreign). This mapping model is limited since the object tree structure is different for each set of XML documents. On the other hand, the NETMARK SGML parser models the document itself (similar to the DOM), and its object tree structure is the same for all XML documents. Thus, NETMARK is designed to be independent of any particular XML document schemas and is termed to be "schema-less".
PErformancE
For any data management system, we want an assessment of its performance in query evaluation in absolute terms as well vis-à-vis other systems in its category. As emphasized, NETMARK is a really a semi-structured data management and integration system targeted towards context and content kinds of queries and with support for XML as a representation and exchange mechanism. Despite this distinction, carefully designed (and now considerably widely used) benchmarks for XML query processing evaluation deserve consideration for the evaluation of NETMARK. We have employed XMARK (Schmidt et al, 2001) in particular, albeit with considerations about some aspects. First, the XMARK framework generates test data in the form of an XML document in a domain of transactions, people, and auctions using a data generator called "xmlgen". Such generated data is indeed reasonable for evaluating NETMARK as it is representative of the kind of semi-structured data that NETMARK is designed to manage. Next however is the issue of test queries: XMARK includes a suite of 19 test queries, Q1-Q19, that are designed to evaluate a whole range of XML querying aspects ranging from aggregation to structural joins to handling of complex path expressions. NETMARK however is not designed or even intended to support such capabilities. We thus pick a relevant subset of these test queries, specifically ones that directly correspond to contextual search that NETMARK does support. We have also some added some additional contextual search test queries, at various levels of depth in the XMARK test document, for more exhaustive test coverage.
The evaluation below presents query response times for queries that correspond to context and content kinds of queries. In addition to absolute numbers, we also provide a comparison with (Oracle) Berkeley DB (which we refer to as BXML), an XML over relational system, under the same configureuration. The results are provided for a single XML document with sizes ranging from 50MB all the way to 1GB. These evaluations were conducted on an i686 machine with 4 Intel Pentium (R) 2.8 GHz processors running GNU/Linux. We refer to (Schmidt et al., 2001 ) for details about the XMARK benchmark and associated data generator and test query suite.
Performance results
We selected a subset of queries from the original test queries suite of the XMARK benchmark and also added some queries of our own for more exhaustive testing of relevant aspects. These queries are listed in Table 3 . We provide the syntax for expressing these queries in both XDB Query (used for NETMARK) and XQuery (that we use for BXML).
There are a few points we wish to highlight regards the selection of queries in Table 3: 1. As mentioned above, queries in the original XMARK benchmark that relate to functionality not in XDB Query (such as complex path expressions, joins, aggregation, etc.) are not selected. We have thus selected only queries Q1, Q6, and Q14 from the original XMARK test suite. 2. Some additional queries relating to context and content have been added (NQ1-NQ4) that perform context and content searches on XML elements at various depths. 3. In XDB query for a content match we only provide the semantics of containment of which an exact match is a special case. This is different from XQuery where we make a distinction between requiring an element to exactly match a given string vs the element containing that string. Thus for the contextual search queries NQ3 and NQ4 we have considered both interpretations (i.e., exact match and containment) when expressing them in XQuery (NQ3' and NQ4') Table 4 provides the query response times for the test queries (Table 3) for both BXML and NETMARK for varying benchmark document sizes under the same configureuration. There are two important observations to be made: (i) For context only queries, the performance of NETMARK appears to be comparable to that of BXML; for this class of queries NETMARK appears to perform "as good as" a representative XML database system. (ii) For context+content queries (i.e., XQuery queries involving a text search within an XML element) NETMARK is significantly faster compared to BXML, in fact as much as 25 times faster in some cases as demonstrated.
What we can claim to have achieved with NETMARK is a system that for the kinds of queries it is designed to support (context and content) is, depending on the type of query, comparable to or significantly faster than state-ofthe-art XML database systems. Note also that such performance has been achieved with relatively much simpler query processing algorithms given the simple schema-less nature of the underlying relational database. Note also that this is just a comparison of the semi-structured and XML aspects of the system, NETMARK also provides data integration capabilities which other systems do not.
In Figure 10 we demonstrate how the query response time for NETMARK scales with document size for the various test queries (divided into 2 sets based on the actual response times). There is one other aspect to performance in NETMARK besides query response times, which is the time taken for loading documents into the system. Note that NETMARK automatically fragments and structures input data before storing it in the system and for large applications it is important that this document loading be efficient. Our earlier work benchmarks this aspect as well demonstrating high-throughput rates for loading new input documents into the system.
aPPlication, casE-studiEs
A summary of the various systems and applications in which NETMARK has been deployed at NASA is presented in Table 5 . The table summarizes the many applications and wide adoption of the system by the NASA enterprise. As the table illustrates, NETMARK has been used as-is, or as the integration engine in other applications with broader capabilities, namely "NX" and "PMT". NETMARK and the systems it is part of, have had a significant positive impact on information management in the NASA enterprise. As an example of the benefit and impact, prior to the adoption of NETMARK one of the annual project reports for NASA alone took 360 man hours per month to capture and collate necessary information from different sources to compile the report. This manual process also resulted in a high rate of transcription errors, with as much as a 40% discrepancy rate for project milestones in some cases. With the use of NETMARK and PMT, the effort was reduced to 52 person hours each month, with the discrepancies being virtually eliminated. We refer to (Maluf, & Tran, 2008; Maluf, 2007; Maluf, 2006) for details of many other applications and their impact, the lack of space prevents us from describing them here.
relAted WorK
As a comprehensive system with many aspects, the NETMARK work relates to work in several areas such as knowledge sharing, XML data management and query processing, XML and text search, and information integration technology in general. All of the above have been actively investigated by academia and industry. In comparison, the distinguishing features of our work can be summarized in the following contributions.
The flexible and scalable approach
provided to knowledge sharing and integration. Our approach has made knowledge sharing and management for information integration more scalable, by keeping it application specific and making it a client (application) responsibility as opposed to a mediator responsibility. Articulation management and an ontology algebra are the formal tools provided to do this. The merits and in fact necessity of a significantly more flexible data integration methodology, particularly with regards to managing and linking schemas, is recognized by other recent large scale data integration efforts such as (Madhavan et al., 2007) . Their PAYASYOUGO approach advocates moving from the more rigid traditional data integration approach of a committed global schema to a more flexible approach where multiple "schematas" are permitted describing various sources and clusters of such schemata are formed in response to particular applications. 2. A significantly optimized data management system based on a schema-less approach. Implementing XML over relational systems has been an active area of research. In all such work the underlying relational representations are document dependent and complex as they must capture the full XML structure of the document. Efficient query processing of XML queries over these underlying relational tables is then a challenge, for which there is now an impressive array of efficient algorithms and solutions (Grust, Rittinger, & Teubner, 2007; Georgiadis, & Vassalos, 2007; Bonca et al, 2006) for efficiently processing even rather complex queries. In NETMARK, by keeping the document structuring of enterprise data adequate yet simple, we are able to translate the XML representations to a document independent simple representation in just 2 tables. Coupled with relational database features (i.e., the availability of physical ROWID s) we are able to provide very efficient query processing for XDB queries with a relatively much simpler query processing algorithm. The performance evaluation results presented validate the significantly better performance NETMARK has as compared to other XML database systems. The area of full-text search in XML (Li, Yu, and Jagadish, 2008; Xu, & Papakonstantinou 2008) has also been investigated actively in recent years. Many solutions have also advocated and developed capabilities for XML text search in context. Work such as (Li, Yu, and Jagadish, 2008) recognizes that users may in fact not have complete knowledge of the XML schema but still wish to perform text based search. They provide an approach to answering text search queries meaningfully, in appropriate XML context, using the notion of a meaningful query focus that provides better results as compared to a traditional least-common-ancestor (LCA) approach. Again, given our simpler representation we are able to provide high-performance text searches in context (although our notion of context is in some sense more straightforward than as investigated for more nested XML). At this point we should perhaps emphasize that the spirit of our work is not that we should not use formal and nested structuring of documents when required, but rather that structuring in a simple fragment oriented manner is adequate for a large class on enterprise applications and that then we should use simpler representations and query mechanisms given the scalability benefits as a result. 3. An end-to-end information integration system with easy desktop drag-and-drop and Web-based information ingest and retrieval capabilities. While this is mostly an engineering issue, our experience is that such capabilities have helped alleviate the 'resistance' on behalf of an owner of a particular informa-tion source to provide data to and join an integration configureuration. Such resistance is often largely due to additional investment required in brining his or her particular data to a right or agreed upon format before integration which in our case is addressed by the system. In addition, the information composition capabilities have further providing cost and time savings in that integrated data can quickly be composed into reports and presentations that it is ultimately intended for ( Figure  11 ).
conclusIon And current WorK
In this article we described the conceptualization, design, and development of the NETMARK "schema-less" information integration system. We provided experimental results demonstrating the efficiency of schema-less data management systems and then through application case-studies demonstrating the effectiveness of the system in real-world information integration applications.
There are active areas of ongoing work in both research and application of the system. In research and system development we are currently investigating incorporating secure access features in the system. An equal emphasis in this effort is on the application of NETMARK in real-world applications.
Beyond domains such as project and personnel management, aviation safety data management etc., that we have applied the system to in NASA, we have begun investigating applicability in other significantly different domains such as medical informatics. In fact the integration requirements in the medical and clinical informatics domain appear to pose many of the very problems that NETMARK is designed to efficiently address. As exemplified in (Anderson et al., 2007) , clinical data too is present in many different kinds of sources ranging from databases to text files (notes) to spreadsheets and applications often require integrated access to all the data. The UC-Irvine Center for Medical Informatics has recently obtained a NET-MARK installation and is conducting a pilot information integration study with the system in this domain. Finally, we 
